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ABSTRACT

Person re-identification refers to match the same pedestrian

across disjoint views in non-overlapping camera networks.

Lots of local and global features in the literature are put for-

ward to solve the matching problem, where color feature is

robust to viewpoint variance and gradient feature provides a

rich representation robust to illumination change. However,

how to effectively combine the color and gradient features is

an open problem. In this paper, to effectively leverage the

color-gradient property in multiple color spaces, we propose

a novel Second Order Histogram feature (SOH) for person re-

identification in large surveillance dataset. Firstly, we utilize

discrete encoding to transform commonly used color space in-

to Encoding Color Space (ECS), and calculate the statistical

gradient features on each color channel. Then, a second order

statistical distribution is calculated on each cell map with a

spatial partition. In this way, the proposed SOH feature effec-

tively leverages the statistical property of gradient and color

as well as reduces the redundant information. Finally, a met-

ric learned by KISSME [1] with Mahalanobis distance is used

for person matching. Experimental results on three public

datasets, VIPeR, CAVIAR and CUHK01, show the promise

of the proposed approach.

Index Terms— Person re-identification, encoding color

space, second order histogram

1. INTRODUCTION

In video surveillance, it is desirable to judge whether or not

a pedestrian has appeared across disjoint camera views. That

is person re-identification problem. It has received increas-

ing attention recently as it could greatly save human effort

on manually browsing and searching persons in a large s-

cale dataset. However, person re-identification is still a chal-

lenging topic in computer vision because the same person’s

appearances often undergo significant variance in illumina-

tion, camera viewpoint, pose and clothes, while different

pedestrians may look very similar due to the similar dress-

ing style. In addition, complex background clutter, occlusion

Fig. 1. Visualization of HOG features on different color chan-

nels. Top row : Grayscale map of each channel. Bottom

row : HOG model on corresponding channel. The left three

channels are form HSV color space, and the right three are

from our encoding color space

and low resolution also increase the difficulties of person re-

identification.

There are two crucial problems in person re-identification:

appearance modeling and person matching. Appearance

modeling is required to be representative and discriminative.

Some effective descriptors have been proposed, for exam-

ple: SDALF [2], SCNCD [3], LOMO [4], salMatch [5].

These hand-crafted or learning-based descriptors made great

progress in the performance of person re-identification. The

other crucial aspect is person matching. Person matching is

often formulated as a metric learning problem [6, 1, 7] to

maximize the separability of different persons, like KISSME

[1], LMNN [8], XQDA [4].

Color and gradient features have shown better perfor-

mance for appearance modeling, where color feature is ro-

bust to viewpoint variance and gradient feature provides a rich

representation robust to illumination change. However, tradi-

tional approaches usually directly concatenate them together,

which ignore the different gradient properties of person ap-

pearance in different color spaces. Thus, we extract HOG fea-

tures over different color spaces to preserve the multi-channel



relationship between color and gradient features. As shown

in Fig. 1, it can be seen that HOG features get variant re-

spondences on different color channels. It is obvious that

the difference of HOG on Hue, Saturation and Value chan-

nel is weak, while the gradient distribution in the proposed

multi-channel color space shows different representation a-

bility for different parts of persons. Such as the gradient of

blue backpack is more obvious in the first channel in multiple-

channel color space in Fig. 1. Therefore it is interesting to

investigate HOG features in a novel color space to achieve

a rich color-gradient representation for appearance modeling.

In this way, the noises caused by gradient extraction are in-

hibited, while subtle gradient changes are stressed or even

magnified. The gradient histogram on each cell could look

sparse, but robust and discriminative. In this paper, we pro-

pose a multiple-channel encoding color space to exploit the

color-gradient properties. A Second Order Histogram feature

is built to model the appearance of persons. Then a widely

used metric learning method– KISSME [1] was employed for

person matching.

2. RELATED WORKS

To tackle the problem of person re-identification, many exist-

ing approaches have been proposed and can be roughly sum-

marized into two aspects: appearance modeling and person

matching.

Appearance Modeling. Currently, many approaches on

person re-identification focus on designing a representative

feature descriptor. The feature descriptors include hand-craft

features [4, 9, 3, 2] and graph-based features [10, 11]. Faren-

zena et al. [2] proposed a symmetry-driven accumulation of

local feature (SDALF) by exploiting symmetry property on

person to tackle view variance problem. Liu et al. [12] pro-

posed an unsupervised approach to learn a bottom-up mea-

surement of feature importance, so that features extracted

from different individuals were weighted adaptively driven

by their appearance characteristics. Besides vector-based fea-

tures, graph-based features also attract intention recently be-

cause graph has intrinsic advantages on revealing relationship

among different parts of an object, and advantages to present

feature in a flexible length. Iodice et al.[10] formulated per-

son re-id as a graph matching problem and represented per-

son as a graph, which aimed not only at rejecting erroneous

matches but also selecting additional useful ones.

Person matching. Metric learning based approaches are

often used for person matching [6, 1, 7], where a projection

metric is sought so that the projected Mahalanobis-like dis-

tance is small for intra-class but large for the inter-class. In

[1] Kostinger et al. proposed a metric constraint based on a

statistical inference perspective. Instead of adopting a fixed

metric for all subjects, Wei et al. [6] learned transferred met-

ric by re-weighting and selecting training samples according

to the similarity with query sample and template set. In [7],

Xiong et al. applied multiple matching methods on the kernel

space including linear, χ2 and RBF-χ2 kernels. Additionally,

Prosser et al. [13] formulated person re-identification prob-

lem as a ranking problem, and employed RankSVM to learn

a subspace.

3. SECOND ORDER HISTOGRAM

Overview of the proposed SOH is shown in Fig. 2. In the

following, we will introduce each step in details.

3.1. Encoding Color Space

There are several color spaces that are used to present the pix-

el value of images, e.g. RGB, HSV, YUV, Lab, etc. Each col-

or space has its advantages and disadvantages with respect to

specific application or hardware. Although HSV is widely

used in the field of computer vision, it cannot work well in an

illumination fusion model, and it weakly responds to natural

color. Additionally, all these color spaces are three-channel

designed. This inspired us to design a multiple channel color

space for a rich representation capability, like 11-dimensional

color naming [14]. In order to exploit the rich color-gradient

information for a strongly efficient feature representation, we

designed an Encoding Color Space (ECS) to maximum the

gradient difference in a KISS (keep it simple and stupid)

way.

After all pixel values in the original color space were nor-

malized to [0, 1], we perform a discretization color encod-

ing, which is to select a fixed discretization scale and to ex-

press the pixel value in a discretization method. Let N de-

note the number of discrete level and U (n) (n ∈ Z) de-

note the discretization representation of the number n, e.g.

U(2) = {1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0}, U(5) = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0} when

N = 6. To preserve more detailed information, an alternate

representation U ′(r) is defined for any real number r ≥ 0 as

the unary representation, but substitute for the first zero in the

unary representation of U (⌊r⌋) by α(r) = r − ⌊r⌋. For ex-

ample U ′(2.4) = {1, 1, 0.4, 0, 0, 0}. Then the discretization

encoding can be calculated as follows:

φ(x) = U ′(Nx) (1)

By transferring the discretization encoding from pixel-

level to channel-level in different color spaces, we can trans-

form each channel (e.g. red-channel, green-channel) into N

sub-channels on the basis of Eq.1. Thus a three-channel color

space is encoded into a 3 × N-channel color space. N is set

to 6 in experiments. We transform original HSV, YCbCr and

Lab color space into the encoding color space, and fuse them

into a multiple color space with 54 channels.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed second order histogram.

3.2. Multi-channel HOG

Because of low image resolution and posture variation caused

by viewpoint change, color plays a crucial role in appearance

modeling. However, variant illumination across disjoint cam-

era view affects the re-identification performance seriously.

Changes in the illumination can be modeled by a diagonal-

offset model [15] as
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where u corresponds to the image taken under an unknown

illumination, while c corresponds to the same image trans-

formed. Based on the diagonal-offset model, common

changes in image value for illumination has been categorized

into 5 types, i.e. light intensity changes, light intensity shifts,

light intensity changes and shifts, light color changes, as well

as light color changes and shifts.

In order to overcome illumination challenges, many color

descriptors or strategies have been proposed. The most wide-

ly used descriptor is the color histogram, which calculates the

statistical color distribution with a spatial constraint. But it

is sensitive to illumination changes and lack of structure in-

formation. In [4], a multiscale Retinex algorithm was used

for preprocessing. Although it enhanced details in shadowed

regions, it has not dealt with the photometric transformation

essentially.

Inspired by HSV-SIFT proposed in [16], we propose to

construct a HOG [17, 18, 19] descriptor over encoding color

space. HOG is computed on a dense grid of uniformly spaced

cell with overlapping local contrast normalization. A 32-bins

histogram on each cell is built based on the standard 9 orien-

tations. By removing the last all-zero dimension, we only use

the 31-bins information on each cell. If we compute HOG on

HSV color space, three cell maps are obtained, where each

cell contains 31-bins value. We call it first order histogram.

In this way, we achieve a natural fusion for color and

gradient since color feature is robust to viewpoint change,

while oriented gradient is robust to illumination variation. In

addition, by normalizing the value within each cell, scale-

invariance and shift-invariance may be achieved with respect

to the light intensity.

3.3. Second Order Histogram

In decades, many descriptors utilized the first order gradient

information to characterize the geometric properties of an ob-

ject, like SIFT, SURF, HOG, LBP, etc. However, recent study

[20] on human vision have shown that the first order gradient

information is far from sufficiency in accurately capturing the

perceived visual features by human beings. Thus, we focus

on constructing a second order histogram upon the first order

histogram, which is the HOG map in this paper.

After we extract HOG features over the multiple encoding

color space (54 channels), we get a HOG map with 54 × 31
values on a cell. Now, the map is regarded as an image and

each cell is regarded as a pixel with 1674 “channels”. As

the discriminability of different color spaces, we add differ-

ent weights to these “channels” with respect to three color

space. These weight is obtained by a grid search with cross-

validation. Next, the HOG map is equally divided into 6 hor-

izontal stripes to roughly capture person’s head, upper and

lower torso, upper and lower legs. Afterwards, a total of 1674

1-D histograms are calculated over each stripe. Then 1674 1-

D histograms are also extracted on the whole image to mod-

el the global characteristics. In short, our second order his-

togram feature is represented as:

F = [H1, H2, · · · , H6, HG]
T (3)

where

Hi = [hi1, hi2, · · · , hi1674] (4)

h denotes the 1-D 16-bins histogram.



Although the second order histogram looks simple, it not

only captures the high-order color-gradient properties but al-

so greatly reduces the feature dimension. Furthermore, it re-

flects the statistical characteristics within spatial layout. For

instance, without the second order information, the features

in first order histogram cannot measure whether those cell-

s with analogue oriented statistics are positioned together or

separately.

4. PERSON MATCHING

In general, two sets of person images are given, one set as

gallery images, the other set as probe images. For person re-

identification, the person from probe set should be matched

with its corresponding person image(s) in gallery set. We for-

mulate this problem as follows: Given a gallery set of tem-

plates T = {T1, T2, · · · , Tn} and a probe Q, find the most

similar template T ∗ ∈ T with respect to a similarity measure

D

T ∗ = argmin
Ti

D(Ti, Q) (5)

In person re-identification, it is supposed to determine

whether a pair of samples belong to the same category but

not to answer which category they belong to. The multi-class

classifiers in traditional machine learning approaches are not

suitable here. Therefore, learning a projection metric with

metric learning has received great attention. It learns a metric

by maximizing the inter-class distances while minimizing the

intra-class distances. In this paper, given two SOH features xi

and xj , we adopt KISSME [1] to learn a metric M in Maha-

lanobis distance where KISSME views the statistical decision

whether a pair is dissimilar or not by the log likelihood ratio

test of the two Gaussian distributions.

d2M (xi, xj) = (xi, xj)
TM(xi, xj) (6)

The metric M is defined as:

M =
∑ −1

S
−
∑ −1

D
(7)

where
∑

S
=

1

|S|

∑

xi,xj∈S

(xi − xj) (xi − xj)
T

(8)

∑

D
=

1

|D|

∑

xi,xj∈D

(xi − xj) (xi − xj)
T

(9)

donates the covariance metrics for similarity pairs S and dis-

similarity pairs D respectively.

5. EXPERIMENTS

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we

carried out exhaustive experiments on three datasets. All ex-

periment results are reported on Cumulative Matching Char-

acteristics (CMC) curves, which represents the chance of the

true matching appearing in the top 1, 2,..., N of the ranked

list. The first point on the CMC curve is rank-1 accuracy.

Our experiments followed the protocol in [7]. We adopt a

single-shot setting in experiments, and for fair, we compare

method using single-shot setting. Each dataset is divided into

two parts, 50% for training and 50% for testing. Specifical-

ly, there are 316, 36 and 485 individuals in each test set for

VIPeR, CAVIAR and CUHK01. In test, one image for each

individual is randomly selected as the gallery set, and the rest

compose probe set. This process is implemented 10 times re-

peatedly, and we report the average matching accuracy.

5.1. Experiments on VIPeR

VIPeR [21] is one of the most challenging and the most wide-

ly used person re-id dataset for benchmark evaluation. It con-

tains 632 pairs pedestrians captured by two cameras outdoors.

Each pair pedestrians corresponds to two images from two d-

ifferent cameras. This dataset suffers from serious illumina-

tion and viewpoint changes.

5.1.1. Encoding Color Space vs. Original Color Space

We compared color histogram and SOH over original color

space with those on our encoding color space. The CMC

curves and the Rank-1 accuracy are reported in Fig. 3(a).

Through rank-1 accuracy, it can be seen obviously that

SOH on our encoding color space achieved marginally as

higher as almost 20% compared with that descriptor on o-

riginal HSV. The same situation occurred on histogram on

RGB and encoding RGB. It can be illustrated that our encod-

ing color space performs better than traditional color space,

especially for SOH descriptor.

5.1.2. Second Order Histogram vs. First Order Histogram

Comparison between second order and first order histogram

on encoding RGB color space is reported in Fig. 3(b). Al-

though the Rank-1 accuracy of second order histogram is on-

ly 2.3% higher than first order histogram, the second order

reduced feature dimension compared to the feature in the first

order histogram.

5.1.3. Comparison with the state-of-the-art

Comparison with single feature: As some person re-id pa-

pers focus on the machine learning or the ensemble strate-

gies, in this part, we compare the SOH feature with other fea-

tures. The CMC curves and Rank-1 accuracy could be seen

in Fig. 4(a). In KISSME [1], they employed HSV, Lab col-

or histogram, and texture feature extracted by LBP. Using the

same metric learning method, our SOH could improve 11.5%.

Compared with SalMatch and SDALF, our SOH also outper-

forms 1.9% and 12.3% respectively. Using the same metric

learning method , KISSME, there are only two methods better
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Fig. 3. CMC curves on VIPeR: (a) original color space vs. en-

coding color space on 2 descriptors. (b) first order histogram

vs. second order histogram on encoding RGB.

than ours, SCNCD [3] and LOMO [4]. It should be, howev-

er, note that their experiment settings are different from ours

that they use images from one camera as prob set, others as

gallery set.

Comparison with existing methods: In this part, we fuse

our feature with CNN feature, BoW [22] and LOMO [4] to

get a competent feature. The CMC curves of our ensemble

feature can be seen in Fig. 4(b) and the comparison result-

s with state-of-the-art approaches are given in Table 1. Our

ensemble feature achieves 43.8% at rank-1 accuracy.

Table 1. Rank-1 Accuracy (%) on 3 datasets.
VIPeR CAVIAR CUHK01

aPRDC[12] 16.1 - -

KISSME[1] 19.6 - -

SDALF[2] 19.9 - -

SalMatch[5] 30.2 - 28.5

LOMO[4] 34.1 - -

SCNCD[3] 37.8 - -

MidLevel+LADF[23] 43.4 - -

Ensemble[7] 36.1 - -

LTR[24] 45.9 - 53.4

Semantic[25] 41.6 - -

MFA[7] - 40.2 -

PCCA[26] - 33.9 -

LMNN[6] - - 13.4

ImprovedDeep[27] - - 47.5

Mid-Level[23] - - 34.3

Our-SOH 32.1 35.3 43.3

Our-ensemble 43.8 46.9 56.3

5.2. Experiments on CAVIAR

CAVIAR [28] is another famous dataset widely used. It con-

tains 1220 images of 72 pedestrians from 2 cameras in a shop-

ping center. The image number of each pedestrian varies from

10 to 20. The major challenge in this dataset arises from pose

variance and image resolution.

(a) (b)
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Fig. 4. CMC curves on VIPeR: (a) comparison with published

features. (b)The SOH and the ensemble result.

Comparison between SOH, our ensemble feature and

state-of-the-art approaches is presented in Fig. 5(a) and Ta-

ble 1. The proposed approach obtains the best performance

in CAVIAR dataset. It should be note that we set single-shot

in our experiment. If we set multi-shot that each person has 5

images in gallery set, our ensemble feature achieves 68.0%.
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5.3. Experiments on CUHK01

CUHK01 [5] contains 971 pedestrians captured by two cam-

eras in a campus environment. Each person has two images

from each camera. Camera A captures the front view or back

view, while camera B captures the side view. Images in this

dataset are of high resolution.

The results are shown in Fig. 5(b) and Table 1. Our SO-

H feature achieves a certain high rank-1 accuracy as 43.3%

compared to other hand-craft features. Our ensemble feature

achieves 56.3% at rank-1 accuracy, and outperforms all exist-

ing methods with single-shot setting.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel Second Order Histogram

(SOH) feature descriptor over Encoding Color Space (ECS)

for person re-identification. As color and gradient feature is



dominant in describing person appearance, our approach is ef-

fective in leveraging the color-gradient property to overcome

illumination and viewpoint variance. Experiments demon-

strate the effectiveness on three popular datasets: VIPeR,

CAVIAR and CUHK01. Next step, we will verify the ef-

fectiveness of the proposed features on other tasks, such as

object detection and tracking.
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